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I.

INTRODUCTION

1.
Objectives of due diligence. Land for the Heating pipe network for Bayankhoshuu
subcenter was already acquired and people have been paid and relocated. Due diligence was
carried out to (i) assess compliance with safeguards requirements as per agreed Resettlement
Framework and (ii) determine differences/gaps between the agreed RF and land acquisition
and resettlement implementation. This due diligence report presents the findings and
assessment and propose an action plan to address any outstanding issues or gaps found to
meet compliance and requirements as per the agreed Resettlement Framework.
2.
Due diligence methodologies. This due diligence report has been prepared based on
the
agreed
Resettlement
Framework
for
the
investment
program.
(https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/45007/45007-003-rf-en.pdf). Timeline
for preparing and getting approval of the Resettlement Plan and the timeline for the constructing
the heating pipeline network in Bayankhoshuu subcenter overlapped as the construction
season for such infrastructure development and construction is short in Mongolia. Decision to
include the construction of heating pipeline network in the Bayankhoshuu subcenter subproject
has been made during detailed design stage. Therefore, the land acquisition and resettlement
have to be done immediately according to the approved detailed design drawing.
3.
It has been noted that since 2017–2018, extensive preparation work has been done
during LARP preparation in terms of census, socio-economic surveys, valuation, consultations,
assessment of impacts and various suggested mitigation and support measures to address
them. Vulnerable households were already identified during the process including the type of
possible assistance to be provided to them.
4.
Best efforts were made to meet all the affected households who already received
compensation and relocated to other locations from 29 August 2019 to 12 September 2019.
While some were happy to be interviewed, some refused to be contacted. Phone calls were
made, and interviews were held in locations suitable to the affected persons (AP). Out of total
53 affected households, personally met -36; talked on the phone -8; and affected persons said
“no need to meet” -2. List of APs met shown in Annex 2. All relocated APs had land
certificates. Some of partially affected HHs live on their relative’s land or were attached to the
landowners/possessors somehow.
5.
Several discussions were also held with the engineers and specialists of PMO, valuator,
and Land officer to get more information on the status of resettlement information.
II.

PROJECT COMPONENTS

6.
The project site is located on the territory of Songinokhairkhan district. The district is
situated in the northwestern part of Ulaanbaatar and has an area of 120.6 thousand hectare, of
which 3.6% is built up areas and urban infrastructure, 77.0% agricultural land, 19.4% is forest
areas. It has about 85,000 households and more than 315,000 people. About 21,800
households live in apartments and 63,000 households live in the ger area. Administratively
Songinokhairkhan is divided into 33 khoroos. About 21% of the population of UB city population
lives in this district and approximately 25.5% of UB city’s area belongs to it. The heating pipe
network will be constructed on the territory of 7th khoroo. The khoroo is located to the south of
main road from the city center to Bayankhoshuu area and has13 khesegs.
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7.
The khoroo shares a border with total 6 khoroos including 24th khoroo in southwest, 9th
khoroo in south, 8th khoroo in northeast, 6th khoroo in southeast and 5th khoroo in south. The
population of the khoroo is 20154 of 5574 households. This is one of the largest khoroos of the
district which has 2 state kindergartens, 2 private kindergartens, 2 childcare centers, family
health center, 3 banks, 2 gas stations and 130 businesses.
8.
At the feasibility stage of the project, a separate heating plant was planned for the
Bayankhoshuu subcenter. At the detailed design stage, the scope was changed to supplying
heating to Bayankhoshuu subcenter from central heating networks. After technical design for
the subproject was finalized in April 2018, there were 56 AHs identified in the ROW of heating
pipes.
9.
In order to connect Bayankhoshuu subcenter to the central heating supply, existing 11
heating pipelines of 2ф500mm will be extended to 2ф700mm and 2ф300mm line to 2ф600mm
along 3.25 km alignment located in the 29th, 19th and 6th khoroo of the Songinokhairkhan
district. In addition, under the above technical conditions, a 3.25 km heating pipeline of
2ф600mm and 2ф700mm, a pressure lift pump station and 2 heat distribution centers with
capacity of 16 Gcal/h and 25 Gcal/h will be assembled in the 6th and 7th khoroo of
Songinokhairkhan district. Households, organizations and business entities located nearby
Bayankhoshuu and Khaniin materials in the 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 24th, 28th khoroo of
Songinokhairkhan district will be fully accessible to central heating supply after this heating
pipeline is fully operated.
III.

LAR IMPACTS

10. Cut-off date of eligibility. 4 June 2018 was declared as Cut-off-date for compensation
entitlements and notification was given to each AH and posted at all khoroo offices.
11. APs census and socio-economic survey of Bayankhoshuu subproject were conducted in
2018.
12. The scope of land acquisition and resettlement impacts due to the project components
are summarized as follows:
 According to preliminary draft technical design for the heating pipeline network in
Bayankhoshuu subcenter implied that none of land parcels and properties were to
be affected by land acquisition and resettlement (LAR). However, according to
final technical design the number of affected land parcels were identified to be 53
including businesses and 2 households which live on the land possessed by
another 2 households where the pipes gone transverse (in Khilchin Town). See in
Annex 1: Location map of heating pipeline network in Bayankhoshuu Subcenter.
 The technical design for the heating pipeline network implies that total of 53 APs
on 47 land parcels will be affected. One business entity (Mon Ceramic) is affected.
Total number of affected structures is 255; the affected residential and business
buildings are 16. Table 1 shows overall scope of the LAR impact.
 Measures to minimize number of APs such as using existing and wider streets,
modification of the technical design to affect land and properties on one side of the
street rather than on both sides, reducing the standard right of way (ROW) to
acceptable extent considering the technical solution and safety etc. were taken.
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Table 1. Bayankhoshuu Heating pipeline network subproject - Overall LAR Impact
Total
Household/persons
Business entities

Affected
Persons
Affected
land
parcel

Affected
Structures

53
50/260
3

Total

47

Full
Partial
Total
of which fully affected
residential
houses/business
houses, buildings

12
35
255
16

13. A total of 13 AH were fully affected and required to relocate. Among all 53 affected
households, number of households owned the land-36 and possessed the land – 11 and nontitle holder households, lived on the same land owned by the above-mentioned households–6.
IV.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC INFORMATION

14. APs census and socio-economic survey of Bayankhoshuu subproject was conducted from
1 June – 28 June 2018. Total 56 households and 4 businesses have been surveyed. Among
them, 15 female headed households and 106- family members with income under minimum
living standard. Socio-economic survey was conducted covering 56 HHs and 2 affected
businesses or 97% of all AHs and business entities.
15. The changes made to the survey data are shown below in relation to the elimination of
number of the affected APs and inclusion of new APs. The table below also presents the list of
vulnerable households. Based on discussions with the PMO, the list of vulnerable HHs remains
unchanged.
Table 2. Affected Vulnerable Households – Bayankhoshuu Subcenter

№

Income per
capita is
below
minimum
subsistence
level

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

BHP7
BHP15
BHP16
BHP19
BHP20
BHP21
BHP23
BHP24
BHP30

Woman
headed

Elderly
headed

BHP7

Disabled
member
BHP7

BHP16

BHP21
BHP23
BHP24
BHP30

3

Number
of HH
members
9
4
4
5
5
3
5
2
6

№

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Income per
capita is
below
minimum
subsistence
level

BHP32.1
BHP33
BHP34
BHP36
BHP37
BHP38
BHP49
BHP54-1
BHP59-1

Woman
headed

Elderly
headed

BHP33
BHP34

BKH33

BHP33

BHP54-1

7

Disabled
member

BHP54-1

2

Number
of HH
members
5
3
7
6
4
3
5
6
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Source: Draft LARP

V.

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE AND CONSULTATION

16. Since June 2018, asset valuation report was presented to APs and negotiation took place.
The first compensation related resolution by MUB was issued in August 2018 and APs being
compensated accordingly. Resolutions for several APs issued at one time. Land acquisition
commenced from 1 September 2018 and the last household has moved on September 2019.
17. Three (3) public consultation meetings had been carried out and delivered information
about ADB’s SPS, land related laws of Mongolia, project, RF of the USGADIP including
eligibility, entitlement and compensation as well as cut-off date. Several individual meetings had
been carried out as well. Out of total 32 individuals participated in the consultation meeting held
on 7 June 2018, 16 or 50% were APs. Of which, 7 or 43.7% were women.
18. While preparing this DDR, the consultant met and consulted with representatives of all
AHs and affected business entities during individual meetings. Data and information from the
PMO census and socioeconomic survey, assets valuation and other relevant documents have
been used in this DDR and necessary individual meetings with PMO staff and the appraisers
have been carried out. During these activities and meetings, the PMO resettlement specialists
provided information on USGADIP, LAR, their entitlements, the ADB policy and principles of
LAR, property appraisal methodologies, grievance redress mechanism and procedures and any
other issues and concerns raised by the APs. PMO’s public meeting attendance sheets
confirmed that PMO has met with 32 representatives (14 female and 18 male) of APs during
these meetings. PMO’s most individual meetings were held after the public consultation
meetings, held during 15 and 25 June 2018.
19. The main issues and concerns that were raised by the APs during the public consultation
meetings were: (i) what will happen now, what are the organizations we deal with and who will
be the contact persons? Is there anything we must do? and (ii) how the valuation is done, who
will do the valuation? In response to the issues and concerns raised by the APs, the
resettlement specialists from the USGADIP consulting team and PMO, have explained in detail
that LAR will be implemented in accordance with the relevant legislation of Mongolia and ADB
SPS and procedures, and that the compensation valuation will be based on the full replacement
4

value. Also, it was emphasized that one of ADB’s main principles is negotiated and mutually
agreed LAR and, therefore APs will be able to negotiate and agree on the issues related to
LAR. Also, it was informed that each AP will be provided with the details of their compensation
valuation and that they will be given sufficient time to consider the proposed compensation and
discuss among themselves as well.
20. The APs met during the DDR preparation, had an adequate knowledge and information
about the Project. Most people were pleased with ADB project because of the implementation
of Bayankhoshuu subproject including construction of new kindergarten, vocational training
center and power substation. Majority of the APs were satisfied with the assets valuation. 2 APs
who refused to give their land are no longer affected. Among partially affected households, 43
households moved their fences to within the residual portion of the plot and vacated their lands
that was compensated and required for the project. All APs executed the contracts and vacated
their land. APs were compensated 100%. All APs have the licensed land. Only 4 households
which lived on the partially affected land of others have no land titles. These HHs live near
Khilchin town, which became the part of the project later. 1 AP who completely vacated her land
is unhappy with the compensation amount. She stated that even she is unable to sell her land
at the same rate, however she desired to sale the land to the state for higher price, so that she
will have enough to buy an apartment.
21. The key points which came to attention during meetings and consultations during the
DDR.
a. Prior to the land acquisition, compensated 100%.
b. Generally, most of APs expressed that the compensation amount was very
sufficient and were satisfied;
c. Specially, compensation for structures was good enough as no depreciation is
used;
d. There were instances, when 2 households were affected similarly, however
compensated differently.
e. Those APs who bought apartments, were very happy and thankful to the project;
f. Most of APs collected the salvaged materials themselves. 1 AP has started to
build a new house on the newly bought land. They will complete the house next
year.
g. One (1) AP collected the salvaged materials in the newly bought plot to build the
new house next year;
h. One (1) AP received compensation for business loss for period of 6 months, 1
AP received compensation for loss of rent and another one received for loss of
vegetable field.
i. One (1) AP is not happy with the project because it acquired additional 100m2
land in addition to the negotiated acquisition of 262m2 land. Besides his block
fence has been demolished. This AP was not compensated for the fence, but it
has been agreed that the Contractor to re-build the fence upon completion of the
construction work;
j. Construction site is too small, so it is been difficult for big trucks to turn around
and often enters and exits households’ fence.
k. Since there is not enough space for the pipes, trenches are piled in households’
fences upon mutual agreement. Negotiations for temporary occupation by the
contractor has been always mutually agreed with the residents. In just one case,
the contractor has damaged the household’s sunshade, which was not a part of
mutual agreement, thus welded it to repair upon completion of the work.
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l.
m.
n.
o.
p.

VI.

The holes dug are too close to the households’ fence and there is neither
barricade nor protective fence around the holes which is so dangerous.
Dug holes remained unfilled for long time. Some of the holes dug in the 1st street
of Bayankhoshuu remained unfilled for almost 3 months and it has been so
dangerous for small children, who play around the holes dug.
Digging a manhole in back side of 1 AP house took almost 6 months which was
so irritating for the household.
There are no problems or issues caused in the land acquisition so far. However,
the management and safety issues during the construction is very unsatisfactory.
There is neither barricade nor markings or signs around the holes dug.
Front space of 1 household fence turned to a parking lot. Since there is a hole,
households living beyond the holes park their cars there. The household has 3
children and the family is concerned about the safety of their children.

ESTABLISHMENT OF REPLACEMENT COST FOR LAND AND NON-LAND ASSETS

22.
“Bayan modot LLC”, a company specialized in valuation, valuated the properties starting
from May to August 2018. Market value of the land has been applied as of 60.000 MNT per m2
and in 30 types for structures no depreciation has been applied. The market rate, by location
was applied to the evaluation. The evaluation date matches with the date that the APs were
compensated, thereby confirming that the APs were compensated at replacement cost.
Therefore, the due diligence confirms that the project granted replacement cost at the time of
payment.
23. The assets valuators measured the properties in detail in the presence of the APs. After
the measurement, delivered the available evaluation to the Land Department and the Land
Department presented and negotiated with the APs.
24. When compared a total value of the properties of the households included in the draft
LARP with sum of the compensation allocated to each household according to the ordinances
No. A/75 dated Aug 30, 2018; No. A/80 dated Feb 11, 2019; No. A/280 dated Apr 8, 2019; No.
A/451 dated May 14, 2019; No. A/658 dated Jul 1, 2019 and No. A/713 dated Jul 10, 2019, of
the Governor of Ulaanbaatar city respectively, 2 households’ properties value reduced and total
15 households’ properties value increased by MNT150, 000 min and MNT15,288,000 max.
Based on AP’s bank statement, the max or MNT15,2 million was paid to the household whose
business was not valuated and compensated previously. She used to run a small chimney
business on her land, and she is fully paid.
25.

So far there are no comments or complains regarding the valuation.

26. One (1) AP with an existing servitude right with existing heating pipe on his land, required
to be temporarily affected to relay the heating pipes within his plot. While the AH was
compensated for the loss of structures and assets apart from the business losses for the period
of disruption, payment of compensation for land was not paid as the AH continued to occupy
and use the land parcel without any encumbrances after construction of the pipelines.
VII.
27.

PROVISION OF COMPENSATION AND ASSISTANCE

Payments started in September 2018 until August 2019 as per signed contract.
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28.

The process is noted as follows:
 Notes executed, signed and confirmed after APs reviewed the valuation report
prepared by the valuation company and accepted the compensation.
 Awarding contracts and paying compensation within a month after issuance of
the resolution is consistent with draft LARP. Some APs received their
compensation within 3 weeks while some of them received within 5 months.
 All affected APs vacated their land after being compensated 100%.
 One (1) AP was compensated 100% even 1/3 of his land was affected. Because
he argued that the size of the remaining land was too small and negotiated with
the Land Department to be affected fully. However, the AP moved without
demolishing his fence and 2 houses. A relative of his neighbor occupied his land
and vacated the land in the size affected by the project and built new fence door
for himself. The former owner was compensated 100%, moved out and vacated
the land. But the household moved in to this land is saying different stories.
Because 2 houses were not demolished it gave an opportunity to another
household currently living there to move in to this land assuming, only part of this
land was affected by the project and he can live on a part, which was not affected
by the project, whereas, the full land has been acquired with the rationale that the
remaining land was too small and unviable to live. During the DDR preparation,
this issue has been resolved in collaboration with the Land Department.
Encroachment on lands compensated has been stopped and the land was fully
acquired.
 Valuation amount proposed by the appraisers and an actual compensation
amount received by APs were different for 11 APs. Actual compensation amount
was increased for these APs, due to the change of partial to full land acquisition
or valuating the assets, which were missed in previous valuation. 1 household’s
business income was not compensated but later it was compensated for MNT15
million based on actual earnings. In addition, increased the rate of 2 household’s
wooden latrines due to the soil quality.

29.

Land titleholders.
 A total of 34 APs received cash compensation for owned/possessed landat
market value as of 60.000 MNT per m2 in Bayankhoshuu.
 BHP56 did not receive compensation for land even though he had possession
license. The reason is he possessed the land with heating pipes which could not
be given for the possession. The AP lives in the apartment and used the land
only for the business purpose.

30.

Assistance
a. The fully affected households were provided with 6 months transition period
assistance amounting to 1,800,000 (300,000 MNT per month X 6 month).
b. The costs for the relocation transportation are paid to all fully affected
households at amount of 250.000 MNT each.
c. Moving costs for 6 gers (1,500,000MNT), 1 piece of 20 ton container,
(400,000MNT), 1 piece of 40 ton container (500,000MNT), 2 pieces of iron
storehouses (750,000MNT), were provided to the APs.
d. Four (4) households, who stored the building materials within their fence were
compensated for moving the materials piled.
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e. Two (2) households who had children’s sand playground and 2 households with
basketball court in their fence were compensated separately.
f. The transaction costs will be kept by the LA and paid directly by the LA for the
payment of cadastral surveying and cadastral maps. This is due to the fact that,
in most cases, once the APs receive their compensation, they do not have
bother of having their cadastral surveying and mapping done and thus not
updating the cadastral system, which later causes issues of outdated and
incorrect information in the system. Thus, as stated in the LARP, it is better that
these costs are directly used by the LA and relevant documentation and updates
are done in the cadastral systems.
g. All APs collected all required documents and submitted the complete documents
to LAD.
h. The PMO with the support of the LA and General Authority for Intellectual
Property and State Registration (GAIPSR) in UB city will organize the issuance
of land ownership and possession rights with LA and land title certificates for
ownership and possession with GAIPSR in 2020. All documents collected at the
PMO will be consolidated and provided to the Governors of relevant districts for
issuance of land ownership or possession decisions. Once the land ownership
and possession decisions are made, these will be collected and consolidated by
PMO with the support of LA and submitted to the GAIPSR in UB city. GAIPSR
will review the documents and issue land title certificates for land ownership and
possession. These will be collected by the APs.
31. Loss of Business and Other Sources of Income. In the draft LARP, the following impacts
were stated:
“Table 2 provides the list of affected business and the compensation for the loss, based on
the land and asset valuation, carried out by a certified valuation agency. All the affected
businesses are run by the AHs themselves and therefore, no employees loose
employment. The affected businesses and livelihood activities are run on the land plot and
in the houses of the AHs.”
Table 3. Compensation Policy for Affected Businesses and Livelihood Activities
No

1

APs ID

BHP06

Loss type

Type of
business
activity

Land tenure
type

Chimney
production

possession

Business/
permanent

Compensation policy

2

BHP25

Agricultural
production

ownership

Livelihood/perm
anent

3

BHP56

Garage rent

possession

Business/
permanent

Compensation for the loss of
chimney is MNT 15,200,000
Compensation for the loss of
vegetable field of 300m2 MNT
2,040,000
Compensation for the loss of
rent from garage is MNT
21,600,000

BHP06 is compensated for the loss of chimney production. BHP25 is affected fully and
compensated for the loss of vegetable field, land and other structures. BHP56 is
compensated for the loss of business and structures.
32.

During the due diligence, the following were found:
a. Total affected businesses are 3.
8

b. All APs who lost their businesses compensated fully.
c. One of them has willing to continue his business renting garage for vehicles if he
finds an appropriate land in good location in the future.
d. In addition, one fully affected AP lost her business for chimney production and
compensated at amount of 15.2 million MNT.
e. One AP (Mongol Ceramic LLC) is one of the large businesses in Mongolia and
heating pipes will pass by boundary of its land possessed. The company agreed
not to be compensated and will support the project under its social responsibility
policy. (Annex 3.)
33.

Livelihood Support
a. The Labor Department of MUB and PMO has reached an agreement for
cooperation and following the agreement, Labor Department is issued official
letter confirming its commitment to support and cooperate with the project
through its programs such as labor and skills development, employment support,
young people employment support and employment of disabled people.

34.

Non-Title holders.
a. Almost all APs affected by the project are the legal owner/possessor of the land.
5 households living on the others’ land without land certificates were partially
affected and 1 household was fully affected. For those who were partially
affected no need to allocate new land since their life will not be negatively
affected in any way.
b. One (1) AP who shared the land with fully affected household is needed the
replacement land.
c. Replacement land will be given in 37 locations within UB city in BZD, Chingeltei,
SBD and SKHD. Decision for the locations of replacement land has been issued
on September 20, 2019 and the relevant follow-up formal letters have been
issued by various MUB agencies at the end of November 2019. Therefore, all
project affected non-title holders will be offered to choose the replacement land
and such negotiation process is currently ongoing.

35.

Temporary disbursement.
a. Construction is ongoing at several parts. Because, the pipes are installed in very
narrow street and there is not enough space for trucks to operate during
construction. Temporary disbursement happened with several HHs. The
Contractor damaged 1 non-affected household’s block fence and 1 household’s
garage. The Contractor immediately compensated the damage and bought new
block and cement for the households and paid MNT1.3 million for the service.
For the household whose garage is damaged, the Contractor welded the garage.

36. Based on the above findings, an assessment of compliance with the entitlement matrix
provisions of the project is summarized below.
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Table 4. Compliance with the entitlement matrix provisions
Type of
Specification
Loss/
Application
Land
Full loss of plot
(residential/
(>50%)
commercial/
public/
community)

Partial loss of
plot (<50%)

Eligibility

Compensation entitlements

Findings During
Implementation

Owner,
possessor

The AP may choose between the
following alternatives:
Land for land compensation
through provision of replacement
plot of comparable value and
location as lost plot;
Ownership license and state
registration
OR
Cash compensation at market
rates or the government
compensation tariff, whichever is
higher, based on contractual
agreement
All taxes, registration and transfer
costs are waived or included in
compensation prices

Complied with.

Unlicensed Relocation assistance sufficient to
occupant of restore standard of living at an
land
adequate alternative site with
security of tenure (ownership or
possession certificate and state
title registration).
Owner,
Cash compensation at market
possessor rates or the government
compensation tariff, whichever is
higher, based on contractual
agreement.
All taxes, registration and transfer
costs are waived or included in
compensation prices
In some cases, even if the loss is
less than 50%, it may be full loss
as the remaining land cannot be
used for original purpose. In such
cases, if the APs decide, he/she
can request that the land is fully
acquired.
Unlicensed Ownership or possession certificate
occupant of and state title registration for
land
adjacent unlicensed land will be
provided by government.

11 APs received
cash compensation
based on valuation
and negotiation.

Complied with.
1 AP (29-1) will be
offered the land.

Fully complied with.

Complied with.

All taxes, registration and transfer
costs are waived or included in
compensation prices
Structures
(residential/

Full loss of
structure and

Owner,
Cash compensation for
possessor, replacement of lost structure at
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Complied with.

Type of
Specification
Loss/
Application
commercial/
relocation
public/
community)

Eligibility

Compensation entitlements

Findings During
Implementation

unlicensed market rate determined through
occupant of professional valuations without
land
deduction of depreciation, based
on contractual agreement and no
deduction for salvaged materials
Alteration to
Owner,
Cash compensation for lost part of
Complied with.
structure
possessor, structure and reconstruction of
2HHs paid
unlicensed remaining structure at market rate compensation for the
occupant of without deduction of depreciation,
lost entrances of the
house.
land
based on contractual agreement
and no deduction for salvaged
materials
Moving back of
Owner,
The AP may choose one of the
Complied with.
fences
possessor, following alternatives:
unlicensed Cash compensation for relocation
occupant of of fence at market rate without
land
deduction of depreciation, based
on contractual agreement and no
deduction for salvaged materials
OR
Replacement/reconstruction of the
fence by the subproject owner /
contractor
Moving or
Owner,
Cash compensation for cost of
A total of 4 AHs with 6
relocation of
possessor, taking down and raising of ger and
gers were
ger
unlicensed for transport, as applicable; to be
compensated at
occupant of included in contractual agreement
moving company’s
land, lessee
average price
250.000MNT.
Temporary
Removal of
Owner,
Cash compensation fee negotiated
Complied with.
disturbance
fence, civil
possessor, with AP.
works on land unlicensed Access to land and residences
outside ROW, occupant of Fences will be moved by civil
restoration of
land
works contractor
land and fences
There is no deduction for salvaged
materials
Businesses

Any business
All APs so Cash compensation equivalent to
Complied with
loss due to land temporarily the loss, for the period of
2 APs (BHP 6 and
acquisition or
affected
interruption of business based on BHP54) compensated.
construction
tax receipts/other valid documents
activities by
or, if these are not available, based
Project
on the average net income of
typical/similar businesses in
project areas.
All affected Cash compensation equivalent to
Fully complied with
entities so the loss, i.e., for the period of
1 AP (BHP56)
permanently interruption of business based on
received.
affected
tax receipts/other valid documents
or, if these are not available, based
on the average net income of
typical road businesses or similar
businesses in the subproject
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Type of
Specification
Loss/
Application

Eligibility

Compensation entitlements

areas.
AND
Any costs required for physical and
financial reestablishment of
business.
If the business needs to be
relocated, the following options will
be provided to the affected entities:
(a) government will provide
replacement land/shop space prior
to relocation; or (b) if an
acceptable plot of land/space
cannot be agreed upon, net
income loss of 1 year will be paid
and, in consultation with the
affected persons; the replacement
land/shop space will be provided
within 1 year of displacement;
Employmen
Any
All
Compensation for loss of
t
employment
temporarily employment income for the period
loss due to land
laid-off
of interruption of employment.
acquisition or
employees
construction
of affected
activities
businesses
All
Compensated with cash indemnity
permanently for 3 months wages for
laid-off
workers/employees that have been
employees engaged for at least 1 year;
of affected otherwise entitlement is 1-month
businesses wage.
AND
Other labor benefits and
retrenchment allowances according
to the national labor law, Skills
development trainings for new
employment opportunities.
Assistance to find new
employment.
Vulnerable Permanent loss
All
Preferential employment in projectand/or
of livelihood
vulnerable related workforce, if available and
severely
and/or
desired by affected entities;
affected
severely
entities
affected APs Cash assistance up to a maximum
of six months at guaranteed lowest
living level and assistance in
reconstitution of business or
employment
AND
any assistance that they are
entitled to according to the Social
Welfare Law.
Loss of land
All
Assistance with selecting a
vulnerable replacement plot and with
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Findings During
Implementation

Complied with.

None.

Not complied with

Not complied with

Not complied with
Not complied with.
Land allocation for

Type of
Specification
Loss/
Application

Loss of
structure

Eligibility

and/or
severely
affected
entities
All
vulnerable
and/or
severely
affected
entities

Compensation entitlements

preparation of contracts and
administrative process of
provisions of replacement plot

Findings During
Implementation
non-title holders are
still pending.

Assistance with house relocation
Complied with with.
and other construction activities
(new housing should meet
minimum standard), registration of
.
property titles, relocation
expenses, minimum housing
guarantee.
Livelihood
Any
Preferential treatment for
Construction works
support
household temporary employment during
have already started.
None of the APs got
member of a construction.
vulnerable Employment training (3–6 months). employment at the
construction areas.
entities
Temporary
All
Preferential treatment to avoid,
Complied with.
Disturbance
vulnerable minimize or mitigate disturbance
and/or
as quickly as possible.
severely
affected
entities
Relocation Transport/
All APs to Provision of allowances to cover
Relocation cost has
transition costs be relocated transport costs on actual cost
been provided to 12
basis at current market rates; to be
fully affected APs.
included in contractual agreement
Assistance to find an alternative
plot or to find comparable house to
rent, as applicable
Unidentified Unanticipated
Losses
impacts

All APs

VIII.

To be identified during project
implementation; measures will be
formulated as appropriate
according to ADB policy and
reported to ADB prior to
implementation

GRIEVANCE REDRESS

37. Grievance redress mechanism consists of 4 phases and PMO is responsible for receiving
and recording complaints lodged by individuals and having them resolved by relevant agencies.
First, complaints referred to PMO for resolution, then relevant district agencies or Governor of
district, then Working Group and City Governor and last, to court. Currently, there has been no
written complaint lodged but oral complaints had been resolved from time to time.
38. Out of total APs met, only 1 expressed her view that amount of compensation being
small. These APs wanted to replace their land with apartment, regardless of the size of land
affected. Valuation amount proposed by the appraisers and an actual compensation amount
received by APs were different for 11 APs. Actual compensation amount was increased for
these APs.
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39.

Out of total APs met, 3 APs had raised concerns about safety issues during construction.
IX.

STAFFING, BUDGET, AND RESOURCES

40. For the PMO, 1 specialist in charge of land acquisition were employed from July 2015 and
later, employed 1 more staff and each specialist is in charge of one sub center now. Another 4
assistants were employed from August 2018. Current staff in charge of the LAR at PMO has
experience working on land acquisition related matters. They attend all meetings and make
consultations with the APs.
41. Land officer in charge of Songinokhairkhan District, City Land Department, and works
focusing on Bayankhoshuu subproject heating component. With the support of the PMO staff,
the land officer organizes meetings with the APs, consults and negotiates with them, collects
documents required for the issuance of ordinance and drafts ordinances. The senior officer of
the Land Department in charge of the LARP submits the draft ordinance for review and
approval.
42. WG in charge of land acquisition and resettlement was renewed on 7 April 2017 by the
Mayor of MUB with resolution number No.A/194. This WG is responsible for the overall
management and supervision of LAR activities for both sub projects and consists of 16
members including Sukhbaatar, Chingeltei and Songinokhairkhan District and Khoroo
Governors, Director General of Land Agency, representatives, other related state organizations,
NGOs and APs. Core group of LARP implementation is Land Acquisition Division of City Land
Agency. In addition, new Mayor of MUB gave an importance of addressing the comparable land
issue and issued the resolution No.A/448 on 14 May 2019, and ordered to establish the WG in
charge of analyzing the situation and recommending the options for comparable land to be
allocated to 253 affected non-title holders. WG consisted of 8 people, and it was charged to
prepare the options and present to the Mayor’s Advisory Council meeting on May 25, 2019.
Following the WG recommended options, the First Deputy Mayor has issued a Guidance on
organizing the replacement land allocation for these non-title holders and the process is
currently ongoing in accordance with the MUB’s guidance.
X.

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES AND PROPOSED TIME-BOUND CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

43. General Feedback from the APs. One (1) or 2.17% of 46 APs, whom the consultant met
or talked on the phone, were unhappy and all the remaining APs were happy or satisfied with
the project. Particularly, they were pleased with the compensation, since their houses were old
and no deprecation has been applied. 1 AP, who was unhappy with the compensation, wanted
to replace her land with an apartment regardless of her affected land size. The consultant
concludes that this 1 AP is fully compensated in accordance with the draft LARP.
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Table 5. Detailed information of the APs

№

AP
Number

Address

Total
land
m2

Value of affected
land MNT
Size
m2

1

1

SkhD 7, BKH 39-9

450

78

2

SkhD 7, BKH 3629

434

434

2
3

6

SkhD 7, BKH

583

583

4

7

SkhD 7, BKH38-7

538

24

5

8

536

23

523

46

700

23

6
7

9
11

SkhD 7, BKH 3711
SkhD 7, BKH 3712
SkhD 7, BKH 38617

13

SkhD 7, BKH 2613

493

493

14

SkhD 7,BKH 2515

601

601

320

0

444

0

382

8

Price MNT

Compensation for
immovable properties
MNT
Immovable
property
MNT

4,680,000

Other
properties
MNT

Total compensation

Paid

Type of
impact

LAR completed

2278818

6,958,818

yes

partly

yes

26,040,000

22,680,000

12,779,881

61,499,881

yes

fully

relocated

34,980,000

12,600,000

30,955,271

78,535,271

yes

fully

relocated

1,440,000

-

1,345,952

2,785,952

no

partly

yes

1,380,000

-

2,075,072

3,455,072

yes

partly

yes

2,760,000

0

-

8,355,942

yes

partly

yes

1,380,000

-

7,567,976

8,947,976

yes

partly

yes

59,269,373

yes

fully

relocated

63,682,443

yes

fully

relocated

8
9
10
11
12

15
16
18

SkhD 7, BKH 2822
SkhD 7, BKH 2820б
SkhD 7, BKH2625

-

-

-

2,661,501

yes

partly

yes

-

-

-

812,392

yes

partly

yes

480,000

8,114,400

1,632,630

10,227,030

yes

partly

yes

15

13

14
15

19

SkhD 7, BKH 2623

692.54

38

20

SkhD 7, BKH 2526

625

20

21

SkhD 7, BKH 34434b

429

44

16

23

17

24

18

25

SkhD 7, BKH 2521a
SkhD 7, BKH 2521a
SkhD 7, BKH2111

19

29

SkhD 7, BKH 2118

20

29-1

SkhD 7, BKH 2118

30

SkhD 7, BKH 231a

21
22

31

23

32

SkhD 7, BKH 23-2

32-1

SkhD 7, BKH 23-2

33

SkhD 7, BKH 12-2

24
25

26
27
28
29

34
34-1
35
36

SkhD 7, KH 23-1

SkhD
426
SkhD
426
SkhD
18
SkhD
17

7, BKH 25-

418

700
700

557

2,280,000

-

1,390,536

3,670,536

yes

partly

yes

1,200,000

-

3,418,931

4,618,931

yes

partly

yes

2,640,000

-

2,404,220

5,044,220

yes

partly

yes

25,080,000

25,725,000

10,425,562

61,230,562

yes

fully

relocated

12,060,000

-

2,423,613

14,483,613

yes

partly

yes

42,000,000

26,040,000

21,215,690

89,255,690

yes

fully

relocated

-

-

-

82,339,608

yes

fully

relocated

418

201
700
557

None

437
537
700

6,240,000

26,880,000

6,589,460

39,709,460

yes

partly

yes

9,000,000

-

4,128,833

13,128,833

yes

partly

yes

12,360,000

-

5,295,109

17,655,109

yes

partly

yes

104
150
206

None

465

465

436

93

27,900,000

16,800,000

13,222,550

57,922,550

yes

fully

relocated

5,580,000

-

7,629,631

13,209,631

yes

partly

yes

7, BKH 25-

None

7, BKH 13617
7, BKH12-

330

8,400,000

-

4,079,667

12,479,667

yes

partly

yes

5,520,000

-

3,195,232

8,715,232

yes

partly

yes

140
92

16

37

SkhD 7, BKH 1216

338

338

20,280,000

38

SkhD 7, BKH 1215

692

150

9,000,000

32

39

SkhD 7, BKH 12-2

569.7

136

8,160,000

33

41

SkhD 7, BKH 9-2

630

31

34

42

SkhD 7, BKH 9-4

700

35

43

SkhD 7, BKH 9-6

700

36

44

SkhD 7, BKH 9-6

700

37

45

SkhD 7, BKH 9-8

594

115

6,900,000

-

2,230,125

9,130,125

38

46

SkhD 7, BKH 9-10

626

18

1,080,000

-

1,615,446

47

SkhD 7, BKH 111a

672

47

2,820,000

-

40

48

SkhD 7, BKH 11-3

558

54

3,240,000

41

49

SkhD 7, BKH11-5

643

13

42

50

SkhD 7, BKH 1110
SkhD 7, BKH 1113

587

0

700

0

254

254

15,240,000

449

449

1256

262

30
31

39

43

51

44

52

SkhD 7, BKH 1117

45

53

SkhD 7, BKH 1116

46

54

47

54-1

48

55

SkhD 7, Toosgonii
2-45a
SkhD 7, Toosgonii
2-45a
Mon Ceramic LLC

29

38,220,000

15,895,772

74,395,772

yes

fully

relocated

6,206,585

15,206,585

yes

partly

yes

-

1,760,206

9,920,206

yes

partly

yes

1,860,000

-

1,909,509

3,769,509

yes

partly

yes

-

12,495,000

5,506,252

18,001,252

yes

partly

yes

1,740,000

-

1,909,509

3,649,509

yes

partly

yes

partly

yes

yes

partly

yes

2,695,446

yes

partly

yes

7,265,892

10,085,892

yes

partly

yes

-

1,980,558

5,220,558

yes

partly

yes

780,000

-

1,902,275

2,682,275

yes

partly

yes

-

-

-

6,690,401

yes

partly

yes

2,582,526

2,582,526

yes

partly

yes

28,098,000

12,531,444

55,869,444

yes

fully

relocated

26,940,000

27,545,700

4,318,310

58,804,010

yes

fully

relocated

15,720,000

-

5,909,208

21,629,208

yes

partly

yes

partly

yes

None

None
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56

29, On the right of
Moscow
district
Ya. Batsaikhan

57

Khilchin-0119-1-25
M.Gavaachambuu

49
50

817

-

-

-

46,350,120

46,350,120

yes

None

fully

relocated

partly

yes

None
57/01

yes

Occupier of 57

51
58
52

None

Khilchin-0119-1-24
n. Otgonbayar

partly

None

yes

58/01
53

Occupier of 58
Total

25133

7437

1,077,338,131

18

yes

-

Table 6. Data on the Current Housing Status of Affected Households
Q-ty

AP address

Out of 12 owners/possessors:

44.

AP who bought an apartment

2

BHP6 and BHP52

AP who bought an apartment with
mortgage
AP who bought land plot with house
AP who needs a land
AP who does not need to buy
apartment or land plot as they live in
other place
Will buy an apartment after some time
and currently rents a plot
Shut down the business and willing to
continue if can find appropriate plot.
No information
Total

1

BHP37,

4
1
1

BHP02, BHP23, BHP33, BHP53
BHP29-1
BHP14

2

BHP13 and BHP29

1

BHP56

1
13

BHP25

General Conclusion and Proposed Corrective Action:
a. Consultation and Disclosure. No consultation meetings had been held with
APs and neither delivered information about draft and finalized LARP nor
disseminated printed brochures. Compensation related matters had been
discussed only through individual meetings. Due to lack of information, APs
had misunderstanding about the project and confused this development
investment project with the previous Ger area re-development, re-planning
project. In addition, APs have poor understanding about the compensation
structure, such as what kind of costs are included or not included in the
compensation and why.
Proposed Corrective Action/s: Handbooks or leaflets on LARP need to be
disseminated to the APs.
b. Non title holder. BHP29-1 lived in the fully affected land of his relative. The
land owner received compensation of only 6 months transitional allowance
and transportation costs and shared it. Currently, the landowner lives in a
rented fence and while the relative (BHP29-1) lives in other family’s fence.
Replacement plot will be offered in the beginning of 2020 in 37 locations in
UB city.
c. Valuation. One (1) AP is being not compensated for his 817m2 land affected.
the heating pipes installed underneath of this land affected and replaced in
2018 within the scope of the project. The AP acquired the possession
certificate in 2008 for his land and only leased the garage for total 24 cars
throughout the year. In accordance with Table 23 of the LARP, the affected
owner/possessor entitled to be compensated for their land either by cash or
replacement land. However, such person has not been compensated
because of his possession of the land with heating pipes. Such conflicts with
the LARP. However, the person stated he has no complains.
d. Transaction cost: MNT60500 paid to total 39 APs and MNT82,500 paid to the
company partially affected as renewal cost of the land certificate and the Land
Department is responsible for renewing their certificate all once. During the
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meeting, no AP was confirmed receiving the renewed certificate and 4 APs
stated urgent need of the land certificate.
Proposed Corrective Action/s: The Land Department needs to immediately
renew the land certificate of the APs who vacated their land completely within
the first quarter of 2020.
e. Vulnerable HHs. A total of 18 HHs are considered as vulnerable HHs. In
terms of the livelihood support of APs, 1 AP (BHP33) complained about not
offering assistance to vulnerable families, particularly no moving assistance
was offered to elderly and vulnerable families, who have no-one to help.
However, this AP has received the compensation and moving expense fully. It
has been planned to provide all APs with temporary workplace and trainings,
however no action has been taken until today. When meeting with APs, it was
clear to the consultant, that none of them were offered by such opportunities.
Due to the lack of the sources for assistance to vulnerable families, no any
assistance was given to them in 2018 and 2019. However, it is possible to
support vulnerable HHs within the TA project that is going to be implemented
in 2020.
f.

45.

Compensation. As of 12 December, 2019, all APs have been compensated
fully according to the approved ordinances: No. A/713 dated Jul 10, No.
A/658 dated July 1, 2019, No. A/451 dated May 14, 2019, No. A/280 dated
Apr 8, 2019, and No. A/795 dated August 30, 2018.

Specifics:
a. Two households were initially partially affected by the project, same way.
However, they were compensated differently, as one land was fully acquired,
and the other was partially acquired regardless of the same land size.
b. The fully affected AP received all the compensation and moved without
acquiring the land. He denied giving part of his land as the size of the
remaining land was too small (less than 350m2). After several meetings, he
agreed with the Land Department being affected fully and is paid
74,395,772MNT. The family had 338m2 out of which approximately 95m2
was affected. After AP has moved, another encroached family arrived to live
in the remaining plot and moved the fence back for the construction work. In
October 2019, encroached family moved and the whole land was fully
acquired as agreed in the contract.
c. The partially affected AP received 8,715,232 MNT and moved back the
wooden fence.
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XI.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

During the due diligence review, the consultant has reviewed the project documents such as
LARF, draft LARP, 2019 resettlement monitoring reports of the PMO, property valuation
report and 2018 socio-economic survey of the subproject. In addition, the consultant met
with APs individually. Based on the findings observed during the due diligence work, the
following conclusions are made:
1. Generally, none of displaced people’s way of living worsened by the project. The land
acquisition and resettlement was done in accordance with Asian Development Bank's
(ADB's) except above mentioned actions. Safeguard Policy Statement (2009) and the
agreed Resettlement Framework. However, draft LARP has not been approved by the
Mayor of Ulaanbaatar City and ADB prior to commencing the LAR. This was discussed
with the PMO as a non-compliance since ADB SPS and the LARF requires that the
LARP be cleared by ADB as satisfactory prior to award of works to the civil works
contractor. PMO confirmed that the internal checks and mechanisms have been
established to ensure that this will not be repeated.
2. Implementation of LAR considered as 100% completed. All APs were concluded
contracts apart from Mon Ceramic and those non-titled holders who live on others’ plot
and vacated the land.
3. The consultant concludes that a number of resettled households tend to seek buying
apartment units using the compensation, which will improve their way of living and
overall livelihood.
4. The consultant contacted with 46 APs. Among them, 10 APs bought land and
apartments or planning to buy an apartment. Two APs, who affected fully, lived in
different places. All these displaced APs have their own dwellings prior to the project.
There are 2 families (AP No. 13 and 29) who want to buy apartment. 1 AP herself lives in
back street of the affected plot. Her younger brother who lived on that affected land got
compensation for the affected land and currently, renting the apartment. He will increase
the money then will buy an apartment. This AP and her brother did not want to see the
consultant and give more information. Just informed that compensation amount was
sufficient. The second AP is a grandson of the landowner. The grandfather has passed
away, so this grandson has divided the compensation to his grandfather’s children
equally. He received a portion from this compensation and now he is trying to make
more money enough to buy an apartment.
5. It is concluded that another group of resettled households used the compensation to buy
larger or healthier land plots. One non-title holder AP (BHP29-1) bought a land plot with
700m2 in Takhilt using a part of the landowner’s (BHP29) compensation and plans to
move there later.
6. One AP complained about compensation amount as she wanted to replace her land with
apartment. However, she knew that if she sold the land to individual, it should not have
been cost that much. It is concluded that she received all assistance she was entitled to..
7. One (1) or 2.17% of 46 APs, whom the consultant met or talked on the phone, were
unhappy and all the remaining APs were happy or satisfied with the project. Particularly,
they were pleased with the compensation, since their houses were old and no
deprecation has been applied.
8. There have been no written or oral grievances that have been made through the
grievance redress process from the AHs affected by the construction of heating pipes
network.
9. All vulnerable and/or severely affected APs, who have permanently lost their livelihood,
land, and structures, should be offered with the assistance as stipulated in the LARP.
Support from the MUB Labour Department needs to be activated and enhanced to this
regard.
10. Practice of compensating APs 100% prior to the land acquisition has provided
challenges to the PMO in vacating the lands after payment of compensation.
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Compensating partially before and after the land acquisition will improve the individuals’
responsibility and motivate them to perform their obligation to vacate their land. This
seen in BHP37s’ situation.
11. There is an urgent need to train the contractors on ADB’s social safeguard policies and
disseminate handbooks or manuals before the project.
12. Poor management of and failure to comply with safety rules by the contractor are
impacting the residents. The project control and supervision need to be exercised.
13. The affected latrines are not disinfected at all. Environmental specialist’s supervision and
control need to be improved.
14. At least factors such as insufficient size of the remaining land which unable to use
further, impact on buildings or facilities, size of the affected land which is near to half of
total land etc should be regarded when considere affected persons who have small land
as fully affected.
15. It is recommended to improve the involvement of Working Group members in all stages
of the LAR process.
16. It is advised to disclose the information about the LARP to APs and disseminate
brochure and printed materials. APs tend to demand various values & compensation
because they lack with proper and accurate information. A copy of the signed contract
should be given to all APs. Any additional support to be provided following the review of
each case should also be disclosed to the APs so they know if they will still get additional
compensation and other support even if they were already paid.
17. All violations stated in this due diligence report must be rectified by the PMO and the City
Land Department within the first quarter of 2020 and avoid making the same violations in
the future.
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MEETING NOTES
FULLY AFFECTED PERSONS OF HEATING PIPES
2) BHP 36-29 T. Ganbold
Talked on the phone with household head Sonomdejid and met his daughter G.
Khajudsuren. The family had total 443m2 land, 56m2 house, shelter and open pit. The
number of the family members is 6. Supported the project and agreed to move. Received
total MNT61.5 million as a compensation. Among the compensation, bought house and
fence built on 530m2 land in Baruun Salaa for MNT30 million and saved the remaining
balance for his son’s home deposit. Demolished the old house and piled in his fence.
Though the new location is a little far away from the main road, the land is very healthy. So
pleased.
New address: 7-7 Seel, Baruun Salaa
6) BHP 36-17 G. Bayan
The family of 5. Lives with husband and 3 children. The family had total 583m2 land, 30m2
winter house, iron warehouse, wooden fence and open pit. Affected by the project impact
and received MNT78.5 million as compensation and moved in October 2018. Before moving,
received the compensation. The family used to run a small business (build chimney). Was
compensated for their family business loss. Has no complaints or comments. Bought 1bedroom apartment in Block 66 nearby 5 Shar Bus Stop. Continuing their family business in
their brother’s land.
Current address: Apt # 60, Block 66, 18th Khoroo, Songinokhairkhan District /5 Shar/
13) BHP 26-16 O. Togoo
This 493m2 land is owned by O.Togoo. However, the owner O. Togoo doesn’t live on this
land, he lives in back street. His biological brother O. Erdenebileg (with his wife and 2
children) lived on this affected land. The compensation of MNT59.2 million was paid to O.
Erdenebileg. Currently O. Erdenebileg is renting an apartment in 1st Khoroolol and planning
to buy an apartment once they save enough money.
Has no complaints or comments.
14) BHP 25-16 E. Dulguun /talked on the phone/
Since E. Dulguun was unavailable, talked to her husband Galmandakh on the phone. This
600 m2 land was his mother-in-law’s land. His mother-in-law lived in Republic of Czech for
many years and her children used to visit this land once in a while. They live in apartments.
Received MNT63.5 million as compensation and gave to the owner or his mother-in-law.
Happy with the project and said no need to see.
23) BHP 25-21a T. Ouynbold
Met his wife Enkhzaya. The family had 418m2 land, 61m2 house, shelter, French doors,
wooden fence and open pit. Received MNT61.2 million. The family of 5. Her husband is
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disabled. Has 3 children aged 5, 8 and 13. She is unemployed. No income except her
husband’s disability benefit. Bought 518m2 land with 72m2 house for MNT25 million in 80m
distance from their old location. Demolished the old house and brought it into their new land.
Planning to build a house next year. Has no comments.
Current address: 5-17, Bayankhoshuu, 7th Khoroo, Songinokhairkhan District
29) BHP 21-18 Ts. Baasankhuu
The family owned 557m2 land, 42m2 and 45m2 2 houses and other properties. Ts.
Baasankhuu was his grandfather’s most favourite grandson. So inherited his grandfather’s
properties. Currently lives with the father and does seasonal job. Received MNT82.3 million
and divided the money to his grandfather’s children. He is currently living in ger in his
brother’s fence. He planned to buy a studio with the compensation. In one part of the house,
lived his relative. The relative does not have the land. The AP received the transitional
assistance and moving cost. Title holder bought 0.7 hectares of land for him at 3 million
MNT in Takhilt area using his own compensation money. Has no comments. The relative
moved to live in other family.
Current address: 7-33, 25th Khoroo, Songinokhairkhan District
33) BHP 12-20 D. Nergui
The family owned 465m2 land, 40m2 house, ger and shelter. Refused to give away their land
partially. So, agreed to give away her whole land due to the reason having the land less than
350m2 and to receive MNT57.9 million as compensation according to the LARP. Currently
received 60% of the compensation. The family of 3. She is female headed household who
lives with her 2 children. Bought 500m2 land in Takhilt for MNT5 million out of the
compensation. Wanted to replace her land with apartment. She said, if sold her land to
individual, it should not have been cost that much. However, since she sold to the state, she
wanted more money. And pleased with the project so agreed to move.
Current address: 22-159, Takhilt, 33rd Khoroo, Songinokhairkhan District
37) BHP 12-16 Ts. Sainjargal
He owned total 338m2 land, 40m2 and 50m2 2 houses. Land officer and resettlement specialist
decided to take back his whole land and compensate since he declined to have the land less
than 50% of the total land (approximatively 98m2 land) which is less than 350m2 according to
the LARP. Compensated MNT74.4 million. Ts. Sainjargal was compensated 100% and
moved. However, E. Zolbayar’s family moved in and has been living there for a month now.
The family moved the fence and vacated the land. So no barriers for the construction.
However, the AP might have been sold his land and house to others even he is fully
compensated. The Land Department and project need to clarify this.
When talked to Ts. Sainjargal’s wife Chuluuntsetseg, she said moved in July and bought 1bedroom apartment in Sodon Khoroolol. Received the compensation 100%. However, left
the house undemolished. Because Enk-Amgalan who lives in our front fence, told us that he
will not be compensated, instead he will have the unaffected portion of our land. Accordingly,
he said he was already talked about the deal with the Land Department. So we left our
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house as it is. He talked to our parents and begged them, so we left our house
undemolished. The family of 5. Both works and their children go to the school.
(Later in October, the encroached family has moved)
Current address: Apt # 186, Block 109, Sodon Khoroolol, 6th Khoroo, Songinokhairkhan
District
52) BHP11-17 S. Batbaatar /talked on the phone/
The family of 6. Owned total 254m2 land, 67m2 house, brick garage, block shelter and steel
shelter. Moved to Nalaikh District and bought 500m2 land there and built the house. His wife
and him worked for brick factory in Ulaanbaatar. So both working for the brick factory there
too. One child is the student and 2 are in high school of Nalaikh District. Received total
MNT55.8 million Has no comments.
Current address: Nalaikh District.
53) BHP 11-16 S. Otgonbaatar
Owned total 449m2 land, 48m2 house, brick garage, and wooden shelter. The family of 4. He
works for general hospital # 3 as security. Received MNT58.8 million and bought 1-bedroom
apartment for MNT53 million in Zaluus Khoroolol, 5 Shar. Happy. Has no comments.
Current address: Apt # 463, Entry 3, Zaluus Khoroolol, 18th Khoroo, Songinokhairkhan
District
56) Ya. Batsaikhan
Ya. Batsaikhan received the first land acquisition notification in June, 2018 from the Land
Department and supported the state initiative and moved from the area. He has 7х40m2
garage with the capacity of parking 24 vehicles. Cars of the “Net Capital” non-banking
financial institution rented the garage for 8000MNT per day per vehicle throughout the winter
and summer. Therefore, Ya. Batsaikhan had permanent income. During that time, household
lived in the Apartment #8 in the neighbourhood. Now, lives in an apartment in Khan-Uul
district with wife and 4 children. He left the renting the garage business. He is interested in
continuing this business, if he had a land. Unfortunately, he cannot find convenient large
land at good locations. Currently, he runs crop plantation business in Bayanchandmani
Soum, Tuv aimag. As a compensation for garage, he received 46 million MNT in October,
2018. /Ordinance #A/795 dated August 30, 2018/ This is the compensation for business
loss and the garage construction cost. The land has been possessed by the AP since 2008
with the purpose of running business.
PARTIALLY AFFECTED HOUSEHOLDS:
1) BHP 39-9 I.Ouyn /talked to son Munkhtulga/
Household head was absent, so interviewed his son. The owner’s son is also in countryside
and not vacated the land. Does not know whether compensation is paid to their bank
account or not. Has not had a chance to check his bank account.
7) BHP37-7 P. Unurjargal
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Out of total 538m2 land, 38m2 land is affected. Moved the fence, has received the
compensation.
(ordinance No. A/713 dated July 10, 2019/. No comments or
recommondations.
8) BHP37-11 R. Ganbaatar
Owns total 546m2 land. Of which, 23m2 land affected. Vacated the land. Compensated
100%. The contractor is way too slow. Started digging at the end of March behind his house.
Since then it is been 5 months. They are building a well right behind his houses. It was way
too slow and destructive.
9) BHP12-12 B. Munkhtuya
Owns total 523m2 land. Among them, 46m2 land affected. Demolished the block garage and
moved the fence. Compensated 100%. No comments.
11) BHP37-1 D. Damdinsuren
Owns total 700m2 land. Out of it, 23m2 land affected. Moved the garage. Compensated 100%
and vacated the land. The Contractor agreed to build his fence later.
15) BHP28-22 Ya. Bolor-Erdene
Owns total 320m2 land. The land affected was on the extended portion, so no compensation
has been paid. MNT2.96 million compensated for moving the fence and open pit. Moved the
fence.
16) BHP28-20b A. Guugeeya
Owns total 444m2 land. The land affected was the public land, so no compensation has been
paid. Moved the fence and compensated 100%.
18) BHP26-25 T. Uranchimeg
Total owned land is 382m2 and 8m2 of it is affected. A small house with 23m2 was affected
partially. But she agreed to be compensated fully for the house. The family got
compensation and demolished the house.
20) BHP25-26 B. Munkhjargal
The consultant met son of the owner. The family owned 625m2 land and acquired 20m2 of
it. LAR is completed and has no any comments.
21) BHP34-343b J. Altantuya /Talked with the mother/
Total owned land size is 429m2 and affected land size is 46m2. The owner works in South
Korea and her family lives in an apartment. Currently, brother of the son-in-law lives in the
plot temporary. Pulled out block fence back and compensated fully. Happy with the project.
24) BHP25-21 D. Dolgormaa
201m2 land is affected out of the 700m2 owned land. She received 14 million MNT as a
compensation for the affected land, wooden latrine, pit for waste water, small storehouse. All
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the assets were moved within the boundary of the fence. Fully compensated before the land
acquisition. She is the mother of BHP23. No comments.
30) BHP23-1a Ts. Munkhdavaa
The family consists of 6 members. 104m2 land is affected out of 437m2. 1 house is
demolished and fully compensated at the replacement cost and received 39,7 million MNT.
LAR is completed. However, the contractor company broke the newly built fence while
digging the earth outside of the fence as its’ heavy vehicle could not fit in the space. The
company promised re-build the fence upon completion of the installation in this street. No
complains.
31) BHP23-1 R. Ouynsaikhan
150m2 land is affected out of 537m2 owned land. Received full compensation and acquired
the land. No comments or complaints.
32/32-1) BHP23-2 B. Munkhtulga
The owner does not live here. Some relatives live here in separate gers. 206m2 land is
affected out of 700m2 owned land. Owner received all compensation and they pulled back
the fence.
34/34-1) BHP24-426 B. Byambajav
93m2 land is affected out of 431m2 owned land. There are two HHs live in the plot. Both
families support the project and moved the fence. The owner received 13 million MNT as a
compensation before land acquisition. Nothing to say.
35) BHP13-18 D. Ganzorig
140m2 land is affected out of 617m2 owned land. Assets such as 62m2 wooden fence, open
pit, gates are affected. The family supports the project and happy that the heating pipes are
traversing through their street and moved the fence within the new boundary of the plot.
36) BHP12-17 M. Unenjargal
93m2 land is affected out of 330m2 owned land. The land was a bit extended. In the
beginning, we were agreed to be affected fully as the remaining part of land was very small
and even compensation was calculated as 43 million MNT. Later, it has changed and we
received only 8.7 million MNT for land, small storehouse etc. This is suitable for us. But, our
neighbour (BHP 12-16), whose situation is absolutely the same with us, affected fully and
compensated for full losses. It makes us unhappy. Why 2 HHs with the same condition are
compensated differently?
That AP is relocated. But other family is arrived to live on this affected plot. Why?
38) BHP12-15 S. Enkh-Amgalan
150m2 land is affected out of 692m2 owned land. The owners’ son lives in the plot with his
family. Compensation paid 100% and wooden fence was pulled out. He does not have any
comments regarding the project. LAR.
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39) BHP12-2 B. Enkhbat
136m2 land is affected out of 569.7m2 owned land. Received the compensation 100% and
very satisfied with the compensation price.
41) BHP9-2 S. Chuluuntsetseg /on the phone/
Land owner lives in other place. Her brother lives in the affected plot. 31m2 land is affected
out of 630m2 owned land. Compensation paid for land, wooden fence, latrine and the gates.
Compensated fully and pulled out the fence. Her latrine is very big, only 50cm land under the
latrine needed for the project. The family left the latrine untouched hoping that it might be not
necessary to be moved.
42) BHP9-4 Sh. Galdanshandaa
The family has 700m2 owned and some land with no title. The part of unlicensed land was
affected, therefore did not received compensation for land. The other affected assets,
garage for 2 vehicles, block fence are affected. AP has compensated fully and acquired the
land. The family has agreed with the contractor that block fence and block garage will be
removed by the contractor at the time of installation of pipes in this street.
43/44) BHP9-6 Sh. Erdenechimeg
Two plots with 700m2 each that locate within the same fence are on the name of this
woman. 29m2 of one parcel is affected along with wooden fence, open pit. All these assets
were compensated fully and received 3.6million MNT. However, 40m2 affected land from
other parcel is not paid. Land officer informed that this part was extended. She said she
does not know about that and she is considering to make it clear later.
45) BHP9-8 J. Tumendemberel
115m2 land is affected out of 594m2 owned land. He negotiated with the project in April
2019, but received the compensation in October 9.1 million MNT as agreed.
46) BHP9-10 G. Tserendolgor
Only 18m2 land is affected out of 626m2 owned land. Received all compensation prior to
move the assets. Moved wooden fence and latrine within the new boundary of fence. She
has no complaint or comments regarding the ADB financed project.
47) BHP11-1a B. Erdenetur /on the phone/
47m2 land out of which 672m2 owned land, small wooden storehouse, foundation for ger,
sliding gate, small gate are affected. Husband is working in the countryside. Received a total
of 10 million MNT and vacated the land. In the front street, holes have been dug and it has
been there for quite a long time now. Due to this dug channel, front area of our land plot
became a public parking lot. We are worried, because we have small children. Installation
work needs to be completed fast and immediately.
48) BHP11-3 Ts. Enkhtuvshin / The owner is in countryside. Talked to her daughter/
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Ortorguituya: “54m2 land is affected out of our 558m2 owned land. We have an agreement
with land department. But we could not collect all related documents to get order from MUB
long time. Because, we got credit from the bank and our land certificate is there as a
collateral. After several months we could get order and receive the compensation. We have
moved the fence back. We all support your project”.
49) BHP11-5 B. Shinetsetseg /Talked with her spouse Ganbayar/
His wife is the owner of the plot. 13m2 land is affected out of 643m2 owned land which is
very small. They compensated fully and pulled back the fence. The owner’s family lives in
other location. So, one relative HH lives here temporary. AP has no any comments.
50) BHP11-10 Ts. Delgertsetseg
The affected land of this plot was unlicensed and did not received any compensation for
land. Total licensed land size is 527m2. They fully compensated for iron fence and block
entrance of house and removed all affected assets. LAR actions made according to ADB
safeguard policy is very grateful for us. Its property valuation methods are so pleased. In
terms of safety, it was very dangerous for the residents here last 2-3 months. Does the
installation last so long? Kids are playing in the open holes. Why is the contractor working so
long? Why the project does not take an action? This is the big issue rather than the
resettlement issue.
51) BHP11-13 L. Erdenebat
The family consists of 4 members. The affected land of this plot was unlicensed and will not
be paid any compensation for land. Total licensed land size is 700m2. They fully removed
the fence and received the compensation. The installation of the pipes was lasting too long.
A big hole was just in front of the fence’s gate. It was too dangerous for us.
54) Toosgonii 24-45a N. Enkhtamir
Total owned land size is 1256m2 and runs production of metal items on the plot. The land is
registered on his spouse’s name. He agreed to acquire 262m2 land and got compensation
amount of 21 million MNT. Received 21 million MNT for the land and fence. During the
installation work, additional 100m2 land from our remaining land has been acquired in order
to install the pipelines. We don’t want to give more land. We support the government
initiative, that’s why we allow the completion of the pipeline installation. Channels have been
dug for some time ago. Block fence located in the north of our land plot has been broken.
The fence fell down, due to the dirt that has been piled in front of our front block fence.
Contractor Company should repair this. The project needs to closely monitor the work
implementation progress and increase the safety criteria for them. Residents are afraid of
this area, because we don’t have suitable marking, signs, cautions, protection walls etc. It is
very inconvenient and uncomfortable for having such long time of construction work.
54-1) Toosgonii 24-45a N. Enkhtamir
This female headed household lives in partially affected land plot which belongs to her
relative as a guard. The family consists of 6 members including female head of household,
her children and one grandchild and has no own land. One child works in Korea, another
child is disabled (brain damage),
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55) Mongol Ceramic LLC
Boundaries of the land possessed by this company that manufactures the construction
materials shall be affected by the installation of the heating pipelines. As a part of social
responsibility, the company expressed its support for this project, and informed that the
company shall not require any compensation during the meeting. In addition, an official letter
has been sent, shown in the Annex 2.
Khilchin Khotkhon pipelines
57/58) Khilchin Khotkhon-0119th Army Group, 1-25 /1-24
Located in the 30-40m distance, on the west side of the Khilchin village, this fence is one
large fence with two different owners. N.Gavaachambuu, owner of theland next to the fence
gate does not live on this land, He has been living permanently in Tarialan soum of
Arkhangai aimag. The familiar person of this owner is currently living on this land temporarly.
He has a total of 800m2 land with an immovable property with the state property registration
certificate. He is planning to sell this land plot.
Land plot next to the Khilchian town is possessed by Otgonbayar and Enkhkhishig, family
members and they have a land of about 800m2. This family is currently living in Jargalant
soum of Tuv aimag. Currently, Mr.Myagmar, with his wife is temporarily living on this land.
The construction of new heating pipelines to Khilchin town has been added as an additional
work of this project later and LAR has not been planned during the development of LARP,
therefore a draft LARP has not have any information about these households and the
heating pipeline installation work to be carried out at this location. Installation of the pipelines
from the west to the Khilchin town has been connected with the steam boiler of the town and
the installation work has been done and the pipelines are buried during the summer, 2019.
The heating pipeline installation work is an additional work of this project, which was added
later. In addition, LAR has been carried out by means of locally financed LAR, in other
words, without compensation payout. Citizens who have affected, favorably welcomed the
project, with the perception that the value of land in this area in the future will increase, as
the land is connected to the grid network.
Before the commencement of the installation work, engineers from Odkon LLC put some
reminder notifications on the affected land fences, thus Mr. Gavaachambuu, possessor of
the land plot came to meet. People have been told that they can get connected with the
heating grid in the future. Since these people supported the government initiative, they
agreed not to receive the compensation. It has been concluded that livelihood has not been
deteriorated since the heating network pipelines are already installed, buried, land plot has
been partially affected, APs agreed with the planned work implementation on their land and
the land plot can be used the same way as before. The heating pipelines have been installed
right in the middle of this land, therefore it shall be impossible to build any house or building
on this section of land. Since this work has been added as an additional deliverable of the
project, information of these households has been added/registered herewith as APs.
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ANNEX 1: PROJECT LOCATION MAP
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ANNEX 2: REGISTRATION PAGES
This annex contains personal information which constitutes information that is subject to
exceptions to disclosure set forth in ADB’s Access to Information Policy.
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ANNEX 3: LETTER FROM MON CERAMIC JCS
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Translation
MONGOL KIRAMIC JCS
7th Khoroo, Songinokhairkhan District, Ulaanbaatar
Tel: 99146233, 88081106

To:
Date:
Ref:

Project Implementation Unit, Ulaanbaatar Ger Areas Development and
Investment Program
August 3, 2018
Response

Our name is included in your letter No.550 dated July 27, 2018 and it is our social
responsibility and obligation to support your work and provide an opportunity to do the work.
Please inform us by phone about commencement date of the activities of the Project.
We wish you every success with the implementation of the Ulaanbaatar Ger Areas
Development and Investment Program Project

MANAGING DIRECTOR [signature and stamp]
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E. ULZIIBAYAR

ANNEX 4: PHOTOS

New plot with house of BHP02

New plot with house of BHP23

New apartment of BHP06

New apartment of BHP37

New apartment of BHP53

Installation of manwhole took long period of
time.

Progress of fence removing
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Khilchin town area. The pipes are installed and
back filling is done.
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Safety is poor.

